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I wish you could be here by my side

Von Foxy-chan

Soap Opera

Great Britain 1927:
The family Williams and the family MacCourtney decide that Lila Williams and Jimmy

MacCourtney have to marry.

Charles: Lila, the wedding with Jimmy will take place in 3 weeks.
Lila: If you mean! I don’t like Jimmy…..he isn’t maintained and stimks.
Charles: Lila don’t become impudent. Your wedding brings money in our cash again.
You know that we don’t have much money momentarily.
Lila: Yes I know.
Amy: But must SHE marry him? Why can’t I marry him????
Mary: Amy you are too young for it. Now go to bed now.

In the sleep room Lila and Amy converse.
Lila: You know that I love Tony Vanilla.
Amy: Yes and you know that the Williams and the Vanillas have arguments for a long
time.
Lila: Yes!!!! But it isn’t fair…..
Amy: There are many things that are not fair. You must sleep know.

The next morning Lila meets Tony secretly in the garden.
Lila: I must marry Jimmy already in 3 weeks.
Tony: I feared that.

Both kiss but they don’t suspect that Charles, Thomas and Jimmy obverse them.
Thomas: Take care about it otherwise there can’t be a wedding.
Charles: You can rely on.

In the evening in Charles room.
Charles: How can you kiss a Vanilla???
Lila: Because I love him…
Charles: It doesn’t play a role!!! You will marry Jimmy!
Lila: Yes Dad.

Lila is sad and goes into the garden.
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Lila: Because I won’t be lucky with Tony in this world I will go into another world.

She pulls a dagger and strings herself into her chest. In this moment Tony comes.
Tony: NO!!!! Why??? Why did you do that? Why you? I will follow you. Wait for me!!!

He takes the dagger and strings himself also into his chest.
The next morning Amy finds the two dead bodies and gets Charles and Jimmy. The
whole familiy come into the garden. All are sad and knows why Lila and Tony killed
themselves.
Months later the family Williams and Vanilla adjourn themselves.
Lila is dead so Amy must marry Jimmy. Both live lucky to their end of life. It means
that they meet Lila and Tony in the nights by full moon and they are lucky , too.

  The End !!!^^
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